
Sacred Breath Academy “Scandal" Feedback 
By Rev. Angela Smith 
 
On April 2nd, 2019 I e-mailed Sacred Breath Academy to ask about licensing, 
accreditation, and qualifications as a concerned citizen and consumer advocate.  I blind-
copied Sean Stone on the message, which was reportedly deleted without being read.  
The HEAL Mission of COPE has been providing victim and consumer advocacy services 
including investigative reports on fraudulent and abusive entities since 2002.  For the 
entire exchange with Sacred Breath Academy see https://www.heal-
online.org/fullsbaexchange.pdf . 
 
On June 11th, 2019, my cordial acquaintance Sean Stone, for whom I acted as a source for 
some stories covered on “Watching The Hawks” for over a year, e-mailed me this: 
 

 
 
I offered to edit and make warranted corrections as is explained at 
https://www.cope.church/peace.htm to any content on the HEAL Mission site regarding 
Sacred Breath Academy.  And, as a show of good faith I did actually do everything 
Sacred Breath Academy initially requested in regards to the content on the basis of their 
word alone.  It turned out the changes Sacred Breath Academy requested were based on 
dishonest statements made by Sacred Breath Academy so the original content was 
restored. 
 



Below is what Sacred Breath Academy was seeking with the restraining order and also 
reinforces that it was all about Sacred Breath Academy and not Sean Stone.  It reinforces 
that Sacred Breath Academy targeted me and my mission of consumer advocacy and 
used a cordial acquaintance of mine, whom it had/has undue influence over as a result of 
sexual coercion which is common in such cults, to abuse the process which refused to be 
abused but recognized the right to be left alone of all parties involved.  To clarify the file 
name should read in full 
“restrainingorderseanstoneisamoronwhenundulyinfluencedbysacredbreathacademy”.  
But, he's #TaoFu in artful communication.   
 

 
 
 
On July 17th, 2019, the following court order was issued and it does not accurately 
describe me, but, the way it was worded was #TaoFu and as you’ll see I was being as 
helpful as possible to my cordial acquaintance without betraying my own principles.  I 
am female.  My height is 5’8" not 5'6".  My weight in July, 2019 was 140, not 200.  My 
date of birth was known as a copy of my birth certificate was provided and was included 
in the medical documents introduced by Sacred Breath Academy as evidence that I live 
with depression and PTSD so am too crazy to be believed.  But, the order doesn’t say that 
and claims my birthday is "unknown".  The order claims my hair color is brown, which is 
accurate.  But, claims my eye color is brown, which is not accurate.  My eyes are blue.  
The address given for me, and potentially Sean Stone too, is inaccurate or incorrect.  
And, as shown with the June 11th, 2019 e-mail above, my contact was welcome so any 



allegations that Sacred Breath Academy made claiming I was stalking Sean Stone were 
false.  Any allegations made by Sacred Breath Academy or on their behalf that I was 
cyber-stalking them are also false.  A restraining order is not a criminal conviction and is 
a result of an ex parte hearing, not a trial.   
 



 
 
One week after the order was granted and my cordial acquaintance is welcome, Sean 
Stone e-mailed me the following request: 



 
 
I did transfer it and have kept my word on everything else too.  But, when you think 
about cyber-stalking behavior and understand that @MedicinaW on Twitter is 
Danielle/”Kaya” of Sacred Breath Academy, do you think it is reasonable for me to 
suspect Sacred Breath Academy or count them among reasonable suspects of those 
responsible for what is described at https://www.cope.church/conspiracy.pdf ? 
 

 
 



 
 
That’s just a sampling and long after the order was granted so arguably trying to bait me 
into violating it.  Please see https://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm for more info. 
 
Also, the judge initially denied adding Sacred Breath Academy cult leadership as 
protected parties in the temporary order and stated there was no evidence of any 
harassment nor that they resided in the same household as Sean Stone.  Lots of 
inconsistencies on the side representing Sacred Breath Academy….  Also, Sacred Breath 
Academy leadership was removed from the court at the time of the hearing and didn’t 
testify at all.  It was just me and Sean testifying.  If they had been in the court and 
presented their own doctored evidence (an e-mail that was clearly not direct printed to 
.pdf from the e-mail inbox but copy/pasted into another document and edited/manipulated 
by Sacred Breath Academy), I wouldn’t have accepted it.  Sean introduced it and I didn't 
want him to get in trouble for perjury because he already admitted under oath we were 
cordial (friends/friendly).  And, the judge was already angry about my medical 
documents being in the possession of someone who legally had no right to them in a 
situation that arguably violated HIPAA.  I testified that I provided them to the other side 
to establish that I know trauma and that Sacred Breath Academy is a fraud that has no 
business claiming to help people with trauma.  So, I did interrupt when Sean wasn’t sure 
how to answer even though the question was directed to him and not me by the judge.  
I'm a good friend and a great advocate.  But, I think this situation highlights how a 
conflict of interest can result in grumbling assent to things you otherwise would never 



agree to under other circumstances.  Here’s the page of the temporary order saying there 
was no evidence of harassment committed by me against Sacred Breath Academy: 
 

 


